Conditioned reversal of reactions to normally avoided tastes.
Oral motor responses, elicited by the infusion of a taste solution into a rat's mouth, can be changed through association with either other tastes or internal states. Such changes have been well established when ingestive responses, elicited by a normally preferred taste, are changed to aversive responses when the taste signals a LiCl injection. However, the converse has yet to be clearly established; that aversive responses, elicited by a normally avoided taste, can be changed to ingestive responses in a nondeprived animal, as a result of conditioning. We demonstrate here that when a normally avoided taste (quinine or HCl) signals a preferred taste (sucrose), the oral motor responses gradually undergo two types of change as a function of trials. The aversive oral motor responses elicited by the avoided taste decrease over trials and the ingestive responses increase. The two measures, ingestive and aversive responding, were obtained by recording the rat's reactions to the stimuli as they were infused directly into the oral cavity. This taste reactivity method both enabled us to use avoided stimuli in a nondeprived animal and to measure the rat's evaluation of the stimuli's aversiveness. Problems with stimulus sampling may be responsible for the dearth of conditioning experiments which utilize avoided tastes in conditioned preference studies.